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Introduction
Marketing automation experts, especially Marketo experts are in high
demand right now. Every B2B company is looking to invest into
marketing automation solutions or have already invested in a marketing
automation solution.
Marketo is one of the leading marketing automation solution that is
widely adopted. That results in Marketo professionals are in high
demand.
As long time contributing members of Marketo community, we are
friends with lot of Marketo users and professionals. This is an
ambitious group of people who are forward thinking and always on the
move. The average tenure of a Marketo subject matter expert is less
than 3 years.

What you might
experiencing
If you are in a situation where your resident Marketo expert left, or you
do not have any resident Marketo expert right now, you might
experience,
Loosing Tribal knowledge about Marketo
Unorganized Marketo programs
Confusion about what fields, templates, smartlists to use
Everything takes too long
Lack of confidence in Marketo programs
Every program looks like a fire drill
Bogged down with tactical execution
Lack of strategic focus
Hiring takes longer than expected

Lost Tribal Knowledge
All the undocumented knowledge about how your Marketo is set up,
peculiarities, integrations gets lost when the Marketo expert leaves.
All information about the nitty-gritty of Marketo programs, about
program structure, about landing page and email templates, about
CRM Integrations, centralized data management programs might not
have been documented. Now all of that information may not be
available to the team anymore.
Rest of the team or anyone working on Marketo needs to be able
to audit, debug, reverse engineer, document, fix and improve the
setup. This is a tall order for casual Marketo users. This is where
the Many of our customers reached out to us for help. This is what we
do day in day out.

Long Time To Even
Locate Programs
You might be having difficulties
in locating the exact program
you are interested in within your
Marketo instance because there
is no common naming
convention used. Maybe over
the years, you had several
owners of the Marketo system
who had their own ways.
We have seen this creating a big problem as it can take a long
time for the remaining team members to even find the program or
landing page they need to update.

Which Field to use?
Chances are there are tons of unused fields in
your Marketo database, syncing back and forth
with SFDC.
Average Marketo-SFDC mappings contain about
450 such fields. Many of them might be created
indirectly as the SFDC admin created them in
SFDC.
Marketo integration mechanism then created
these fields, though Marketing never asked for
them.
Do you see several redundant fields in Marketo but not
sure which ones to use? That information probably was
never documented and was only known to the Marketo
administrator who left.

Which Criteria to use?
In B2B environment, many times, we
need to use same criteria over and over
again. For example, the Marketo pro who
left might have been using certain smart
lists to limit ‘only Named accounts’, or
‘only to certain job titles’, or revenue
range etc.
Now, the rest of the team have to figure
out on their own which smart lists or
segmentations or fields to use.
Many times, there are multiple similar named
smart lists but have very different criterias.
That can potentially result in sending wrong
email to wrong audiences.

Which Template to
use?
We have seen several instances where
there are tons of templates created in
Marketo over the years. Sometimes, there
are templates created without any
forethought and rather haphazardly.
Thus when you need to create that email
you want to send out urgently, you may
not know the template to use since there
might be many similar named templates.
But you run the risk of sending an email with ‘old
copyright’ info, ‘old contact info’ if you moved
and so on in case you picked a wrong one.

Other Complex Issues
While the rest of the marketing team can pitch in for sending
emails or even creating landing pages etc, many of them might not
have the skill set or bandwidth to,
Debug complex Marketo programs
SFDC sync failures
Email deliverability issues
Spam Trap hits
Contact washing machines (background operational programs to
cleanse/augment data)
Web hooks, API calls, custom objects etc

Everything takes too
long
Because of all of these uncertainties, you have to check and
double check everything. So creating a simple email and sending it
to an simple audience takes longer. And that means sometimes
missing deadlines.

No one is confident about
Marketo programs
Again, due to these ‘unknown’s, no one is totally confident about
Marketo campaign execution. Did we include right audience?
Why this lead got this email but this other exactly similar lead did
not?
Are we sure we did not include leads that sales is following up on?
How many leads responded to our events? Are we trending up?
Shall I use the field, ‘Sales Owner name’ as email sender or
‘Account Owner’ or ‘email owner name’?

Everything's A
Fire Drill
Many times, till the Marketo pro is hired, remaining members of the
marketing team are expected to work on Marketo programs in
addition to their regular work. Depending on how organized your
Marketo instance is, that can be a big burden. And the marketing
team members would have to be in firefighting mode with respect
to executing campaigns in Marketo.

Inability to use
Marketo strategically.
If simply getting the tactical campaigns out of the door is so much hassle,
where is the time to think and create strategic initiatives in Marketo?
Are there any strategic data operations programs in Marketo, constantly
cleansing and enforcing standardization on incoming data?
When are we redesigning the program, templates etc to allow for quick,
reusable campaign build rather than building it from scratch every time?
When are we going to build smart logic that listens to and responds to user
behavior if we are so busy simply sending them emails?
Our competitors are using latest solutions like Predictive, ABM, Push
messaging. We can not do these things effectively if we are behind the 8 ball
on simple Marketo execution.

It is taking too long to
hire

Most of the companies tell us that it takes longer to hire a capable
Marketo professional as a full-time employee. Some of the
challenges companies face are,
Lack of certified Marketo professionals.
While there are more Marketo Certified Experts available now than a few
years back, there is still not as big pool as other technologies.
At the same time, marketing automation is already becoming
mainstream. A lot of demand and lack of certified professionals means it is
becoming difficult to hire quickly. We worked with some of our customers
that had to wait 3 - 4 months to actually hire someone.
You may not have the budget for a Full time employee.

More so, If you are a B2B company or in Technology industry, you
need more than just Marketo expertise.
You will need someone who,
knows Marketo inside out,
a master of SFDC or similar CRM,
knows Marketo-CRM and other integrations,
hands on expert with technologies like web hooks, API, Email
Scripting
And who is marketing savvy
To get these all attributes in a new hire is golden and as all nice things, it
takes time to find the right person.
But marketing’s contribution to the revenue can suffer drastically till the
time this person is hired.
What are the implications of not having access to this expertise available?

Negative Implications
YOU MIGHT END UP GROSSLY UNDER
UTILIZING MARKETO.
You might be paying for multiple functionalities in Marketo
but might not be using it as you do not have someone who
can own and strategically implement those
functionalities. For example, Lead scoring, data
augmentation, RCA and RCE

MARKETO MIGHT GET FULL OF JUNK OR
INVALID LEADS, UNRELIABLE PROGRAMS
If left unaddressed, this can result in Marketo being full of
junk or invalid leads, with unreliable programs and can
harm your email deliverability reputation for long term.

MARKETO NOT USED STRATEGICALLY
You might be using Marketo only for ‘tactical’ tasks instead of
well architected strategic programs. For example, manually
sending email blasts while Marketo can do behavior based
strategic nurtures. Or sending webinar related emails using
email blast fire drills rather than well-architected webinar
programs that run automatically.

Negative Implications
Marketo might get full of haphazard, spaghetti code. Instead of
well-architected flows, that are centrally configured, business
logic can get scattered all over. Since everyone is tasked to get
things done urgently, without centralized controlled best
practices, there might be lack of uniformity.
Since the team members need to get things done in Marketo
that they might not be super familiar with, stress level can get
high.
Elevated stress levels and frequent fire drills can result in
further employee turnover.
The executive team can get frustrated due to lack of confident
ROI reporting and delayed marketing campaign executions that
often results in this situation.
Due to lack of certainty about Marketo processes and data,
lack of expertise some times can result in wrong emails sent to
wrong audiences. Or deletion of incorrect leads and so on.
Such costly mistakes can undermine Marketing’s standing with
the executive team.
This all can result in missed revenue opportunities.

HEY, WE DID NOT
INTENTIONALLY
PLAN FOR THIS
SITUATION.
HOW CAN WE
RESOLVE THIS
SITUATION?

Some of the approaches that
can work
Treat hiring Marketo expert as a high priority project.
Consider hiring remote employees
Over the years, we found that remote employees that
work on Marketo and similar SaaS solutions can be
equally effective if not more. In fact, we have been
working with 40+ companies over last decade with their
marketing automation projects mostly remotely. We have
tons of friends in Marketo user community and fellow
Marketo professionals told us that the flexibility of working
remotely is something they like.
Also, the number of candidates available grow a lot when
you consider entire America instead of your location
alone.
Cross train other team members
If someone who is hungry for learning Marketo and is
self-driven, we have seen expanding an existing
employee’s role can be a good alternative.
Engage external Marketo consultants
Make sure that the consultant you bring on have proven
expertise in all the Marketo related skills. For example, you
will need someone who is hands on with,
Architecting strategic Marketo programs with best
practices
Debugging/fixing complex Marketo scenarios
Technologies that augment Marketo

Setup retainer agreements with a nimble Marketo
consulting company
Depending on your company size and other situations, it
might not make sense for your company to have a Marketo
expert as a full time employee headcount. Maybe you need
access to such expertise only for 20, 40 or 100 hours a
month.

Several SMBs and start-up companies have seen a lot of
success in similar situations by engaging us on a
monthly retainer basis. We can help you too.
"I found Rajesh and Bright Aspects team to have a thorough grasp of the
Marketo administration and technical integration requirements for my
project. Their understanding of strategic Marketo concepts were on display
while assisting with the implementation of complex lead workflows, and
deliverability concerns. The team is responsive and interacts well with
both business stakeholders and our technical team. I would recommend
Bright Aspects to anyone in need of Marketo expertise."
Ryan Block
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